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ABSTRACT
The theoretical background of the Lieberman-Resnikoff random sampling
plan and control is briefly discussed. Application of the Lieberman-Resni-
koff techniques based on the AASHO Road Test data are summarized and illus-
trated to include embankment soil, sand-gravel subbase and crushed stone
base materials.
Design charts and tables are provided for practical application to
various geotechnical engineering aspects. Criteria for rejection of extreme
values and specifications for the acceptance or rejection'for various pro-
jects are recommended.
INTRODUCTION
During the construction of highway embankments, airfields, and earth
dams, it is necessary to know how these earth-works will perform. Commonly,
examination of the performance is by controlling the field water content,
percent of compaction, or strength of soil as determined by the California
Bearing Ratio (CBR) method, penetration tests, plate loading and other stan-
dard strength tests used in geotechnical engineering (Winterkorn and Fang,
1975a; Hilf, 1975). Regardless of the method used, it is impossible to sam-
ple the entire area of the construction block-lift for examination. There-
fore the number of samples, locations and the criteria for acception or re-
jection of the construction block material is important.
The theoretical treatment of this sampling and control method is based
on the work developed by Lieberman and Resnikoff (1955). A random sample is
drrovn from the construction block-lift and is either accepted or rejected de-
pending upon the number of defections in the sample (% outside limits of spe-
cifications). Inspection procedures by variables are based on the measure-
ment of a variable quality characteristic. The decision to accept or reject
the block-lift is a function of these measurements. The sampling and control
theory is based on an unknown standard deviation plan which is based upon the
sample mean and the sample standard deviation. This technique for sampling
and construction control has been successfully used for accepting or rejecting
earth-work performance during the construction of ernbankment soil, subbase and
base courses, etc. at the AASHO Road Test) Transportation Research Board, Na-
tional Academy of Sciences (HRB, 1962).
The purpose of this paper is the further extension of this concept to a
broad application in the construction area of various geotechnical engineering
aspects. Numerical examples based on the AASHO Road Test data are given. De-
sign charts and tables are provided for practical application. Criteria for
rejection of extreme values and specifications for the acceptance or rejection
of various projects are recommended.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The construction area commonly covers a large area. It is impossible to
sample the entire area, therefore the random statistical sampling plan was de-
veloped to reduce the frequency of sampling and permit the estimation of the
in-place performance of a block-lift. The plan in simple terms ~4kes it possi-
ble to compute from the results of tests on a limited number of samples, a
valid estimate of the mean value of the performance data and of the construc- .
tion area above and below the specification limits.
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5ampling Inspection by Variables
The sampling inspection by variables is divided into three categories:
(1) If only an upper specification limit, U is given, the item is considered
defective if its measurement exc'eeds U.
(2) If only a lower specification, L is given, the item is considered defec-
tive if its measurement is smaller than L.
(3) If both upper and lower limits are specified, the item is considered de-
fective if its measurement either exceeds U or is sID?ller than L.
A sampling plan is then described as consisting of the sample size, nja
method of estimating the percent defective, and a maximum allowable estimated
percent defection, P. If only an upper specification limit, U is given, the
estimate of the perce~tage above this limit, PU' is obtained from the sample
of size,n .. If Pu ~ P, the block or lift is accepted. If only a lower speci-
fication limit, L, is given, the est·imate of the percentage below' this limit,
PL, is obtained from the sample of size, n. If PL S P, the block or lift is
accepted. If a double specificatio~ limit is given (both U and L), both Pu
and PL are computed. If Pu + PL S P, the block or lift is accepted.
The sampling plan can be further divided into two types, the kno,vn stan-
dard deviation plan and the unkno,vn standard deviation plan. Since most geo-
technical engineering problems deal with large quantities of soil samples,
the true (universe) standard deviation is generally unkno,vu. Therefore, the
plan with unknown standard deviation is discussed.
Inspection Procedure
The inspection procedure based on the unknown standard deviation is de-
scribed as follows:
(1) Draw a random sample of n and compute the sample mean, ~, and the sample
standard deviation, S as:
·x =
n
i~ x.~
n (1)
S
n - 2L: (x. - x)
i=l ~
n - 1 (2)
(2) Computing the C
u
and CL:
For upper spec if icat ion limit
C
u
(u - x) /S
For lower specification limit
(x - L) /S
where U and L is upper and lower specification limits, respectively.
For a double specification limit, compute both C
u
and CL'
(3)
(4)
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('3) Computing percent outside the specification, PUandPL:
From Table 1 with Cu and or CL read out the Pu and or PL'
Cu Sample Size, n
or 4 6 8 10 12
CL Pu or PL
0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
.. 1 46.7 45.7 45.3 46.2 46.1
.2 43.3 42.7 42.6 42.4 42.3
.3 40.0 39.1 38.8 38.6 38.5
.4 36.7 35.6 35.2 34.9 34.8
.5 33.3 32.1 31.8 31.4 31.3
.6 30.0 28.7 28.3 27.9 27.9
.7 26.7 25.4 25.0 24.7 24.6
.8 23.3 22.2 21.9 21.6 21.5
.9 20.0 19.1 18.9 18.7 18.6
1.0 16.7 16.5 J~ 16.2 16.0 15.9
1.1 13.3 13.5 13.5 13.5. 15.5
1.2 10.0 10.8 11.0 11.2 11.3
1.3 6.7 8.6 8.9 9.2 9.3
1.4 3.3 6.4 6.9 7.4 7.5
1.5 0 4.5 5.2 5.9 6.0
1.6 0 2.9 3.7 4.5 4.8
1.7 0 .1.6 2.5 3.4 3.6
1.8 0 0.8 1.6 2.5 2.7
1.9 0 0.5 1.2 1.8 1.8
2.0 0 0.2 0.7 1.2 1.4
2.1. 0 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.9
2.2 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
2.3 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.4
2.4 0 0 0 0.1 0.2
2.5 0 0 0 0 0.1
2.6 0 0 0 0 0.1
2.7 0 0 0 0 0
2.8 0 0 0 0 0
2.9 0 0 0 0 0
3.0 0 0 0 0 0
3.1 0 0 0 0 0
Tab 18 1 Tabular Values P or P are Estimated PercentsU L
Outside of One Specification, U or L for Various
Values of Cu or CL
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(4) Accepting or rejecting procedure. See Table 2.
-
a. Establish the maximum allowable estimated % of deflection P.
b. For an upper specification limit, accept the block or lift if
Pu ~ P
c. For a lOHer specification limit, accept the block or .1ift if
PL ~ P
d. For a double specification limit accept the block or lift if
Pu + PL ~P.
Types of Recommended Minimum Sample
Construction P Size, n
Embankment Soil
Main Roadway
Top Lift 40 8
Other Lifts 45 8
Turnround 50 6
Frontage Road 55 4
Subbase (Sand-Gravel) 35 8
I
Base (Crushed I
Limestone) 35 8
I
Table·2 Recommended P Values Used During the AASHO
Road Test (Based on AQL = 20%)
Acceptable Quality Level (AQL)
The acceptable quality level may be defined as that quality level consid-
ered acceptable as a process average. The theoretical relations of AQL to sam-
ple size, n and maximum allmvable estimated percent of defection, P was devel-
oped by Lieberman and Resnikoff (1955) as sho,vn in Fig. 1. For a given AQL,
the sample size decreases as the P increases. To make use of Lieberman-Resni-
koff analysis, it is generally to specify an acceptable quality level \vhich is
simply the universe percent defective above \vhich the universe is to be rejec-
ted. Since the sample can only produce an estimate of the universe, the allow-
able estimated percent outside must be somewhat greated than the AQL in order
-5-
.t,o provide for sample fluctuations and reduce the risk that the .univers,ew.ill
be rejected when it should be accepted. If AQL equals 20% then the lift or
block would be acceptable if the estimated percent outside does not exceed 36
when using sample size, n == 8 (see Fig. 1).
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-Fig. 1 Relationship of P and Sample Size, n with various
AQL values
Allowable Estimated Percent of Deflection, P
From Fig. 1 which ~hows the Pas a function of AQL and n. From a practi-
cal point of view, the P will also depend on the type of job, how much accu-
racy you expect, how much money expen~able, and how much time permitted for
the construction. Table 2 shoHs the P values which were used during the AASHO
Road Test construction. Further discussion on this aspect will be presented
in the following section.
APPLICATIONS
HightVay Embankment Performance
The numerical example illustrated here is based on the AASHO Road Test
results, however, the same techniques can be applied to other construction
projects as pointed out by Fang (1975b), such as tall building foundations or
the selection of borrmv pits.
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(a) Cross-Section
......If----------- Lif t-B lock
Base
Surface
Subbase
Embankment
Soil
~Sampling Location ~.
i ! Tangent 2•
0
..
-
.-
Tangent 1 (Traffic Lane)
South
(b) Top-VieH
Fig. 2 Construction Block of Embankment Soil
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Figure 3 Example of Universe of a Construction Block of an
Embankment. Numbers Sho\-m in the Figure Indicate
Percent of Compact ion. The Numbers W'ith Shadmvs
are Samples to be taken by Random Sampling Techniques
Fig. 4
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SANPLING AND CONSTRUCTION CONTROL DATA ANALYSIS
Location Station to Tangent I Lift Top
Soil~ Subbase __ Base __ Stabilized Material
Moisture Content Percent Compaction v Others
Date Inspector 1-1 YF
COORD. . COORD.
STATION W-E <I (x) STATION W-E ce (x)
q4 q7
qB q4
qq
q4-
'18
'18
No. Sample Out
Number Samples, n = 8 Upper Spec. U= /00 0
L:x = Lower Spec. L= q5 3
Th/n=i = I Q6.5 Cu=(U':'x) I S (100 - Q6.S)1e./4 == (.6=
'&..2 *"" 3.7
= Est. % Above U=Pu=
(~)2 In = CL= (x-L) / S= (QG.5 -Q5)!Z.f4:::: 0.1
'* 25.0SS (x) = Est. % Below L=PL= -
SS (x) I (n-l) = S2 = Total Est. % Outside Spec.
2./4 PU+PL=
28·7
S =
* **Remarks: -from Ta-ble I Action: 29.1 .L. 40
**" Table Z /Jccep+ecL. -From
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Figure 2 shows the pavement section including compacted embankment soil)
'subbase and base courses. For illustration) only the construction block of
an embankment soil is shown. The block is approximately equal to 200 feet.
The embankment is constructed in lifts or layers. The t~w-lane roadway is
. divided into a traffic lane (Tangent 1) and a passing lane (Tangent 2). The
sampling locations are determined by random sampling techniques •. The numbers
can be selected from tables of random numbers or by simply drawing a number
from a hat. Figure 3 shows the example of the universe of an embankment
'b lock. The performance of the earth-work is controlled by the percent of com-
paction as indicated in the figure. Also) by using rand-offi sampling techni-
ques) the numbers with the shadow are the samples to be taken. These numbers
iareused for the example in Fig. 4. There are 8 samples (n = 8) the sample
mean of these 8 samples is 96.5%) th~ sample standard deviation is 2.14.
The specification limits of the percent of compaction according to the AASHTO
specifications (1974) is from 95% to 100% (U = 100%) L = 95%). Using Eq. 3
and .4)CUand CLare computed as:
Cu' = 100 - 96.5 I 2.14 = 1.6
and
= 96.5 - 95 I 2.14 = 0.7
Then from Table 1 where Cu = 1.6 and n = 8) the percent of estimated percent
outside the upper specification, Pu is 3.7. Using the same procedure, whenCL = 0.7 and n = 8, the estiw.ated percent outside the lower specification, PLis 25.0.
The total estimated percent outside of both specification limits is
Pu + PL = 3.7 + 25.0 = 28.7.
From the criterion of P (see Table 2), the main roadway of the embank-
ment soil is 40.0 for the top lift) therefore, 40~0 > 28.6, the top lift of
the embankment is accepted.
Examination of the Extreme Values
Criteria for rejection of extreme values during construction is important.
Because the testing techniques used in geotechnical engineering easily involve
error during large construction projects)(Fang, 1975a; lvinterkorn and Fang,
1975b), it is possib Ie with this type of sampling plan to obtain extreme values
that are not valid members of the universe sampled. A suspected extreme value
may be tested by a significant test shown in Table 3 (HRB, 1962). ~vo signi-
ficant levels (5% risk and 1% risk) are used. The table is pr~pared for test-
ing any suspected extreme value whether or not it is a member of the universe.
The significance level chosen represents the risk that the value will be re-
j ec ted even though it is a member of the universe.
Example: For a given construction block, the % of compaction is shOi·m as
as: 103, 101, 100, 98, 97, 96, 95, 95. The 103% happens to be the larges t
number in the group. To test if this value is an extreme value and should not
belong to this g-coup, examine as £ollO\-7s: From Table 3, for n = 8,
=
101 103
96 - 103
< 0.544
0.283 < 0.683
(5% risk)
(1% r·isk)
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-the value of 103% is not extreme and should be included for the analysis.
Critical Value for:
, Number of Criterion for
Samples Extreme, xl 5% Risk 1% Risk
3 0.941 0.988
4 X;a - Xl 0.765 0.889
5 0.642 0.780
6 x -~ 0.560 0.698n
7 0.507 0.637
8 X2 -~ 0.544 0.683
9 x
- xl 0.512 0.63510 n-l 0.477 0.597
11 x3 - Xl 0.576 0.679
12 Xn-l -~ 0.546 0.642
X - X3 I
I
'Sa Xn
Table 3 Criteria for Rejection of Extreme Values
(Af terHRB, 1962)
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DISCUSSION AND RECO~lliNDATIONS
Everyone is aware that the larger the number of samples obtained> the
more precise the estimate of the universe> and that the largest number of
samples should be obtained that time and money permit. If you decide to
have 8 samples of each construction lift or block and permit to have 20% of
the samples (universe) of the entire project outside the specifications> the
maximum allowable estimated percent outside of the specifications of samples
(the 8 samples) should not exceed 36. In order to examine this point> a .
simple analysis was made by use'of experimental data shown in Fig. 3. Ten
trials were made by random sampling procedure (all results are summarized in
Table 4»and the analytical procedures followed are shown in Fig. l~. The
percent outside of specifications (both upper and lower limits) are varied
.from 4.0 (Trial No.4) to 35.2 (Trial No. 5). Since all values are lower
than maximum allmvable value which is 36> the concept developed by Lieberman-
Resnikoff are applicable for practical application.
Table 5 is the summary of the entire construction control data of embank-
ment soil> subbase and base courses of the AASHO Road Test. It can be seen
that the percent outside of specification varies from 7.9 for base material>
14.7 for the subbase and 19.7 for the embankment soil. This is agreeable 'with
the assumption that we permit to have 20% of all samples outside of specifi-
cations.
SillfrLtill.y AND CONCLUSIONS
1. Lieberman-Resnikoff random sampling plan is a useful technique for samp-
ling and construction control for the large construction project. It has
been successfully used for accepting or rejecting earth-work performance
during the construction of embankment soil> subbase and stone base at the
AASHO Road Test, Transportation Research Board, National Academy of
Sciences.
2. The random statistical sampling plan will reduce the frequency of sampling
and permit reasonable accuracy which will save money. .
3. This method is useful for various types of geotechnical engineering pro-
jects for an average construction block (approximately 200 x 30 feet).
the minimum sample size should be six.
4. For examining the extreme value, the technique used. at the AASHO Road
Test is a good tool for the large amount of testing and sampling during a
construction period.
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Experimental Data from Fig. 3, Examined P Values, Percent
Outside the Upper and Lower Specification Limits, U and L.
Trial No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
.Hean x 96.5 97.4 96.3 97.3 95.9 96.1 97.9 98.1 96.4 96.8
Standard Dev. , S 2.14 2.27 1.93 1.41 2.17 2.37 3.14 2.96 2.38 3.17
10 out Spec. P 28.7 15.7 26.5 4.0 35.2 32.3 18.2 14.6 28.9 29.4
Table 5 Summary of Construction Control Data of the AASHO Road Test
Embankment Soi11
2
of Compaction3 No. ofIn-place Hoisture· Content Percent Tests4
Hithin Above Below Total \Vithin Above Below Total
Spec. Spec. Spec. Spec. Spec. Spec.
83.2% 16.4% 0.4% 16.8% 80.3% 10.9% 8.8% 19.7% 8144
Sand-Gravel Subbase1
- - - -
85.3% 3.4% 11.3% 14.7% 1693
1Crushed Limestone Base
- - - -
92.1% 1.6% 6.3% 7.9% 1149
Notes: 1. Detailed test procedure and other information, see Shook, 1959;
Shook and Fang, 1961; Highway Research Board, 1962.
Density Test: used rneta1 tube for embankment soil; used rubber
balloon apparatus for subbase, and used nuclear test for base course.
2. Specification limits for moisture content: 2% ~ from optimum.
3. Specification limits for % compaction: 95% - 100% of maximum dry
density for embankment soil; 100% - 105% of maximum dry density
for both subbase and base courses.
4. Total number of tests included all loops in main sections for
both flexible and rigid pavement sections.
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NOTATION
AQL Acceptable Quality Level
(U - x) / S
(x
-
L) / S
'Lo\07er s pecifie-at ion limit
n Sample size
-P Maximum allowable estimated % of defection
Pu Estimated % of defection outside of upper specification
PL Es,timated % of defection outsid.e of "lmv:er sp.ecifiCation
S 'Sample standard deviation
U Upper specification limit
x Sample mean
Xi Results of individual sample
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